The Houston Sports Park (HSP) was built to address the lack of quality sports-specific recreational facilities in the city. HSP is also the permanent home and professional training center for the Houston Dynamo first team, Houston Dash, and Dynamo youth academy.

The multi-field, multi-purpose facility is located off State Highway 288, approximately 10 miles south of BBVA Stadium.
WHY RENT AT HSP?

Known for its pristine, high quality fields, HSP offers the best multi-field facility in southeast Texas. The park includes 5 Bermuda grass fields and 1 FieldTurf™ field with professional lighting for evening events.

All fields can accommodate sports practices, tournaments, fun runs, boot camps, local market days, concerts and more. HSP is also able to provide ample real estate for corporate and community events.

Other HSP amenities include paved parking for up to 500 vehicles, covered pavilion, picnic area, green space, and a conference room (available upon request).

CAMPS/CLINICS/TOURNAMENTS

- Two-hour minimum rental per field.
- Youth and adult rates vary.
- Different-sized goals, tents, staging, and audio available at an additional cost.

PRACTICE AND LEAGUE RESERVATIONS

- Two-hour minimum rental per field.
- Different-sized goals available.
- Practices and leagues include soccer, flag football, ultimate frisbee and more.

SOCIALS AND COMMUNITY EVENTS

- Vendor activation space available.
- Tents, staging, and audio available at an additional cost.
- Events hosted: Purple Stride 5K, Big Bounce America, Copa Univision.
The Memorial Hermann Championship Field is the official training field of the Houston Dynamo first team. The field is also used by visiting professional and international soccer clubs.
HOW TO RENT SPACE FOR YOUR EVENT AT HSP

Reservation requests can be made online at HoustonSportsPark.com by completing a field request form. Reservations are taken on a seasonal, first come first serve basis and it is recommended to make field reservations early.

Field and facility rental rates apply and are based on the type of rental required. Additional operational costs may be assessed depending on the sport or event and individual requests. For any additional questions, contact our office at 713.433.3969.

12131 Kirby Drive, Houston, Texas, 77045